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GENERATING CACHE QUERY REQUESTS

CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to People's Republic of China Patent Application

No. 201310367225.6 entitled A SEARCH METHOD AND DEVICE, filed August 21, 2013 which

is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present application relates to the field of data caching. In particular, it relates to

techniques for caching search data.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] With the development of Internet technology, it has become a very ordinary matter

for users to search for information online. Generally, website service systems receive search

queries from users and send back to users search results corresponding to these search queries.

Because the quantity of search results is often large and cannot be entirely displayed in one web

page or one interface, there are various ways of displaying search results to enable users to browse

all the search results.

[0004] Two example types of displaying search results on search result pages (SRP)

include: 1) page-by-page and 2) cascade. In the page-by-page approach of displaying search

results, the user can browse the search results that can be displayed at one page and select a "Next

page" button to retrieve search results to populate a next page of search results. In the cascade

approach of displaying search results, search results are dynamically retrieved and displayed as a

user scrolls down to each new area of a webpage. Each time that a user scrolls down to a new area

of a search results page, a new set of search results will be retrieved and displayed until there are no

more search results to return or the user navigates away from the search results page.

[0005] Conventionally, websites presented in a non-mobile device context generally display

search results using the page-by-page approach. But websites that are presented in a mobile device

context generally display search results using the cascade approach.

[0006] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an embodiment of a conventional system architecture

of a website service system for handling user search requests.



[0007] Website service system 108 of system 100 is configured to process search requests

received from non-mobile device 102 and mobile device 104 via network 106. For example,

website service system 108 is configured to operate the same website but send data to a device

based on the display type (e.g., page-by-page or cascade) associated with the device. For example,

in response to a search request from non-mobile device 102, website service system 108 is

configured to return search result data that can be displayed in a page-by-page display type. But in

response to a search request from mobile device 104, website service system 108 is configured to

return search result data that can be displayed in a cascade display type. Information identifying a

display type (e.g., page-by-page or cascade) that is associated with a user request may be included

in the user request.

[0008] When a user conducts a search through non-mobile device 102, a (e.g., HTTP)

request is sent to web server 110 of website service system 108. Web server 110 receives the user

request and generates a search request associated with the page-by-page display type based on the

user request. The search request includes user query keywords, the starting position of the search

results that are requested to be returned, and the quantity of search results that is requested to be

returned. Then, web server 110 uses the search request as a basis for querying cache server 130 for

whether there are search results stored in the cache that correspond to the search request, i.e.,

whether there is a cache hit. If there is a cache hit, web server 110 will directly obtain the search

results from cache server 130 and send them back to non-mobile device 102. If there is not a cache

hit, then web server 110 will request search engine 140 to conduct a search based on the generated

search request to obtain corresponding search results. Then, web server 110 will send the search

results obtained by search engine 140 back to non-mobile device 102. Search engine 140 can also

store the search results into cache server 130 for subsequent search requests.

[0009] When the user conducts a search through (e.g., an application installed at) mobile

device 104, a (e.g., HTTP) request is sent to mobile Internet server 120 of website service system

108. Mobile Internet server 120 receives the user request and generates a search request associated

with the cascade display type based on the user request. The search request also includes user

query keywords, the starting position of the requested search results, and the quantity of requested

search results. Then, mobile Internet server 120 uses the search request as a basis for querying

cache server 130 for whether the cache contains search results corresponding to the search request,

i.e., whether or not there is a cache hit. If there is a cache hit, then mobile Internet server 120 will

directly obtain the search results from cache server 130 and send them back to the mobile device

104. If there is not a cache hit, then mobile Internet server 120 will request search engine 140 to



conduct a search based on the generated search request to obtain the corresponding search results.

Then, mobile Internet server 1 0 will send the search results obtained by search engine 140 back to

mobile device 104. Search engine 140 can also store the search results into cache server 130 for

subsequent search requests.

[0010] For example, suppose that a user searches using the keywords of "apple iphone4" at

an e-commerce website using either a mobile device or a non-mobile device and that there are a

total of 18 product matches.

[0011] With the page-by-page display type, for example, one page of search results can

display up to ten products.

[0012] The first page of the search results is to display the first ten search results that match

"apple iphone4." The keywords included in the corresponding search request are "apple iphone4."

The starting position parameter for the search results is "0," and the search result display quantity

(e.g., the maximum number of products that can be displayed at a search results page) is "10."

Thus, the search request constructed by the search engine can be expressed as "q=apple

iphone4&s=0&n=10," where q comprise the keywords of the user request, s comprises the starting

position of the search results that are requested to be returned, and n is the quantity of search results

that is requested to be returned.

[0013] The results sent back by the search engine are the first ten search results (e.g., of

search results ranked by a ranking model).

[0014] The second page of the search results is to display search results 11 through 20, and

the corresponding search request can be expressed as "q=apple iphone4&s=10&n=10." The results

sent back can be the last 8 search results (e.g., of search results ranked by a ranking model) since

there are 18 total search results for the keywords "apple iphone4."

[0015] With the cascade display type, for example, five products are displayed initially,

after which three products are loaded in response to each subsequent loading of more search results

at the search results page.

[0016] For the five products that are loaded initially, the corresponding search request can

be expressed as "q=apple iphone4&s=0&n=5." The results sent back are the first 5 search results

(e.g., of search results ranked by a ranking model).



[0017] The second loading includes three products and the corresponding search request

can be expressed as "q=apple iphone4&s=5&n=3." The results sent back are the search results 6

through 8 (e.g., of search results ranked by a ranking model).

[0018] The third loading includes three products and the corresponding search request can

be expressed as "q=apple iphone4&s=8&n=3." The results sent back are the search results 9

through 11 (e.g., of search results ranked by a ranking model).

[0019] When the starting position parameter and the quantity of requested search results

parameter vary for user requests associated with different display types, the search requests

generated by the search engine will also vary. User requests associated with different display types

(e.g., page-by-page and cascade) are used to generate different search requests, even when the user

has input the same query terms.

[0020] Generally, the way that the cache server stores an index for cached search results is

to use key-value pairs. When the cache server stores search results, the search request is used as a

key in the index. The value corresponding to the key is the search results corresponding to the

search request of the key. That is, the search request and search results have a one-to-one, key-

value correspondence in the cache server. With regard to different display types such as page-by-

page and cascade, because the search requests generated from user requests associated with

different display types are different, the resulting search results from the different search requests

will also be different. As a result, a key-value pair stored in a cache based on a user request from a

device that uses page-by-page display and a key-value pair stored in a cache based on a user request

from a device that uses the cascade display will be different, even if the search results associated

with the different user requests overlap. Due to such differences, conventionally, devices that use

different display types are not able to share search results that are stored in the cache. Thus,

differences in search result display types will lower the probability of cache hits in a cache server

that caches search results returned for these different display techniques.

[0021] For example, the page-by-page display type was used to display search results

retrieved for a user that submitted a user request that included the query terms of "apple iphone4"

in a first period of time, and the cascade display technique was used to display search results

retrieved for the same user or a different user that submitted a user request that included the same

query terms of "apple iphone4" in a later period of time. The device that employed the page-by-

page display technique performs the operation of first displaying the first page search results and

then receiving a user selection to view the second page search results. The device that employed



the cascade display technique loads an initial set of search results and then receives two successive

requests for further loading in response to the user's actions of scrolling further down the page of

search results. As a result of the user interactions with the displayed search results as described

above in the page-by-page and cascade display types, the cache server can save content as shown in

Table 1 below:

Table 1

[0022] Although the search requests corresponding to the above user operations contain the

same keywords of "apple iphone4," the search result starting position parameters and search result

quantities are different for user requests associated with the page-by-page and cascade display

techniques. Therefore, the search requests generated from such user requests also differ. Given the

conventional technique of storing in a cache index a search request and its corresponding search

results as a key-value pair, even though the search results associated with the page-by-page display

type acquired in the previous period of time (associated with the first three entries of Table 1) are

already present in the cache when the cache was searched for search results matching the

subsequently received search requests associated with the cascade display technique, due to the

different formats of the page-by-page search requests and cascade search results, the subsequent

cascade search requests could not match the search request keys of the search results that were

previously used to cache page-by-page search results. Therefore, the previously cached page-by-

page search results could not be used for the subsequent cascade search requests and as a result,

new search results were generated for the subsequent cascade search requests using a search with a



search engine and the search results were stored in the cache (associated with the last two entries of

Table 1).

[0023] A quick solution to the problem described above is to force the display quantity for

one page of search results used by the page-by-page display type to be the same as the display

quantity of each loading used by the cascade display type. In this way, the s parameters and n

parameters would match for both of these display types and so search requests generated for both

types would be the same.

[0024] However, such an approach would in fact be unfeasible because the display quantity

of one page of products used by the page-by-page display type and the display quantity of each

loading used by the cascade type are decided by their respective application scenarios. Examples

of the different application scenarios in which the page-by-page and cascade display types are used

are as follows: The page-by-page display type is often employed for non-mobile devices (e.g., a

laptop or desktop computer), which generally require a large number of products per page because

retrieving search results to display per page has a certain operating cost. The cascade display type

is often employed by mobile devices, which generally permit a smaller quantity of search results to

be retrieved per request because of their network environments and hardware restrictions. The

amount of search results that is requested is determined on a need basis so that network resources

can be efficiently used. The two display types have their respective and independently developed

needs and therefore the imposition of a uniform display quantity for both the page-by-page and

cascade display types may interfere with the context in which each display type is used.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] Various embodiments of the invention are disclosed in the following detailed

description and the accompanying drawings.

[0026] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an embodiment of a conventional system architecture

of a website service system for handling user search requests.

[0027] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an embodiment of a system for generating cache query

requests.

[0028] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram showing an embodiment of a process for generating cache

query requests.



[0029] FIG. 4 is a diagram showing an example of a process of generating cache query

requests

[0030] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an embodiment of a system for generating cache query

requests.

[0031] FIG. 6 is a functional diagram illustrating an embodiment of a programmed

computer system for implementing the generation of cache query requests.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0032] The invention can be implemented in numerous ways, including as a process; an

apparatus; a system; a composition of matter; a computer program product embodied on a computer

readable storage medium; and/or a processor, such as a processor configured to execute instructions

stored on and/or provided by a memory coupled to the processor. In this specification, these

implementations, or any other form that the invention may take, may be referred to as techniques.

In general, the order of the steps of disclosed processes may be altered within the scope of the

invention. Unless stated otherwise, a component such as a processor or a memory described as

being configured to perform a task may be implemented as a general component that is temporarily

configured to perform the task at a given time or a specific component that is manufactured to

perform the task. As used herein, the term 'processor' refers to one or more devices, circuits,

and/or processing cores configured to process data, such as computer program instructions.

[0033] A detailed description of one or more embodiments of the invention is provided

below along with accompanying figures that illustrate the principles of the invention. The

invention is described in connection with such embodiments, but the invention is not limited to any

embodiment. The scope of the invention is limited only by the claims and the invention

encompasses numerous alternatives, modifications and equivalents. Numerous specific details are

set forth in the following description in order to provide a thorough understanding of the invention.

These details are provided for the purpose of example and the invention may be practiced according

to the claims without some or all of these specific details. For the purpose of clarity, technical

material that is known in the technical fields related to the invention has not been described in

detail so that the invention is not unnecessarily obscured.

[0034] Embodiments of generating cache query requests are described herein. A user query

is received from a device. A display type specific search request is generated based at least in part

on the user query. A cache query request is generated based at least in part on the display type



specific search request and a configured cache granularity. In various embodiments, a "cache

granularity" comprises a maximum quantity of search results that can be retrieved for each cache

query request. In various embodiments, a cache indexes stored content using key-value pairs,

where a key comprises a cache query request and the corresponding value comprises previously

acquired search results corresponding to that cache query request. It is determined whether

corresponding search results can be found for the current cache query request in the cache. In the

event that the corresponding search results are found for the current cache query request in the

cache, a portion of the found corresponding search results that are relevant to the display type

specific search request is extracted and sent back to the device. Therefore, by converting different

display type specific search requests associated with different formats into cache query requests of

a uniform format, search results corresponding to cache query requests can be stored in and

retrieved from the cache so that the different display type specific search requests can ultimately

share the cached contents.

[0035] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an embodiment of a system for generating cache query

requests. In the example, system 200 includes first display type device 202, second display type

device 204, network 206, and website service system 208. Website service system 208 includes

web server 210, mobile Internet server 220, cache server 230, search engine 240, and search request

server 250. Network 206 includes high-speed data networks and/or telecommunications networks.

[0036] Website service system 208 is associated with operating a website at which a user

can search for matching items. For example, the website comprises an e-commerce website at

which a user can search for search results that comprise products. Users may access the website

using devices associated with different display types. For example, a first display type is the page-

by-page display type in which up to the maximum number of search results can be retrieved at once

and displayed at a search results page. In the page-by-page display type, to retrieve the next page

of search results associated with the same user query, the user can select a view next page

selectable element on the currently displayed search results page. For example, a second display

type is the cascade display type in which additional search results are dynamically loaded as a user

scrolls further down to each new area of a search results page.

[0037] In some embodiments, one device may use multiple display types and may request

search results associated with a particular display type depending on the source of the user query

(e.g., the mobile or non-mobile type of web browser application and/or website for which the

search results are requested). However, for purposes of illustration, in the example of FIG. 2, each



of first display type device 202 and second display type device 204 is associated with using a

different display type.

[0038] For example, the first display type of a page-by-page display is associated with non-

mobile devices or with a non-mobile display format and the second display type of a cascade

display is associated with mobile devices or with a mobile display format. In the example of

system 200, first display type device 202 comprises a non-mobile device (e.g., a desktop computer)

and/or includes a non-mobile web browser application that is configured to display search results

for the website using the page-by-page technique, in which search results are retrieved for each

search results page that is requested to be viewed by a user. Second display type device 204

comprises a mobile device (e.g., a smart phone, a tablet device) and/or includes a mobile web

browser application that is configured to display search results for the website using the cascade

technique, in which search results are dynamically loaded at a search results page in response to a

user access (e.g., via scrolling down) to each new section of the search results page. However, in

actual implementation, first display type device 202 and second display type device 204 may

comprise any other pair of devices that are configured to use different display types. Furthermore,

in actual implementation, display types other than page-by-page and cascade may be used by first

display type device 202 and second display type device 204.

[0039] A user can use either first display type device 202 or second display type device 204

to access and submit a user query to the website. The user query is sent over network 206 and

received at website service system 208. The user query includes query keywords input by the user

and, in some embodiments, a display type identifier. In some embodiments, the display type

identifier is generated by a non-mobile browser application executing at first display type device

202 that is used to display the search results. For example, if the user submitted the user query

using (e.g., a web browser application executing at) first display type device 202, the user query

received at website service system 208 would include the query keywords and an identifier

associated with the page-by-page display. The user query may be sent as an HTTP request. For

example, if the user submitted the user query using (e.g., a mobile application executing at) second

display type device 204, the user query received at website service system 208 would include query

keywords and an identifier associated with the cascade display. In some embodiments, the display

type identifier is generated by a mobile browser application executing at second display type device

204 that is used to display the search results. For example, a display type identifier may comprise

an HTTP header value. In some embodiments, website service system 208 can query (e.g., using

Javascript) for the type (e.g., mobile or non-mobile) of browser application that is executing at first



display type device 202 and/or second display type device 204 and is to be used to display the

search results. The display type associated with the detected browser application may be

determined based on the detected type (e.g., mobile or non-mobile) of browser application used.

[0040] Web server 210 is configured to receive a user query associated with an identifier

associated with the page-by-page display and mobile Internet server 220 is configured to receive a

user query associated with an identifier associated with the cascade display. Web server 210 is

configured to generate a first display type specific search request associated with the page-by-page

display technique. The first display type specific search request includes the query keywords from

the user query, the starting position of the requested search results parameter, and the quantity of

requested search results associated with the page-by-page display. Similarly, mobile Internet server

220 is configured to generate a second display type specific search request associated with the

cascade display technique. The first display type specific search request includes the query

keywords from the user query, the starting position of the requested search results parameter, and

the quantity of requested search results associated with the cascade display. In various

embodiments, the quantities of requested search results included in search requests associated with

different display types are configured to be different and therefore, search requests associated with

different display types are associated with different formats. For example, the quantity of requested

search results associated with the page-by-page display comprises ten search results for each page

of search results and the quantity of requested search results associated with the cascade display

comprises five search results for the first loading of search results at a search results page and three

search results for each subsequent loading of search results at the same search results page.

[0041] Search request server 250 is configured to receive the first display type specific

search requests and the second display type specific search requests from web server 210 and

mobile Internet server 220, respectively. Search request server 250 is configured to convert both

first display type specific search requests and second display type specific search requests, which

are associated with different formats, into query requests of a uniform format - cache query

requests. Search request server 250 then uses a cache query request to query for corresponding

search results stored in cache server 230 (e.g., search request server 250 queries whether search

results corresponding to the cache query request are present in the cache) and in the event that the

corresponding search results are not found in cache server 230, search request server 250 requests

that search engine 240 conduct a search (e.g., in a database of search results) based on the cache

query request to obtain the corresponding search results. Then, search request server 250 extracts

the search results that correspond to the first/second display type specific search request from the



obtained search results and sends them back to whichever one of web server 210 and mobile

Internet server 220 that sent the search request on which the cache query request was based, so that

the corresponding search results can send them back to the respective first display type device 202

or second display type device 204 from which the user query originated. Search request server 250

also stores the corresponding search results found for the cache query request in cache server 230 to

be used for subsequent user queries. As will be described in further detail below, search request

server 250 converts either a first display type specific search request or a second display type

specific search request into a cache query request based at least in part on a configured cache

granularity and as such, the search results stored in cache server 230 corresponding to each cache

query request are stored with the same cache granularity.

[0042] Because a first display type specific search request and a second display type

specific search request are associated with different parameters (e.g., different values for the

quantity of requested search results), conventionally, using both first display type specific search

requests and second display type specific search requests as index keys for search results stored in

the same cache creates difficulty in allowing user queries associated with the two different display

types to share the cached search results. As such, by converting each of a first display type specific

search request and a second display type specific search request into a cache query request prior to

using the request to query cache server 230, search request server 250 can use just cache query

requests to query cache server 230 and to store as index keys of corresponding search results stored

at cache server 230.

[0043] Cache server 230 uses a key-value index to organize cached content. In various

embodiments, in the key-value index, each key comprises a cache query request and the value

corresponding to the key comprises the corresponding search results found by search engine 240

using the query keywords parameter, the starting position parameter, and the quantity of requested

search results parameter included in that cache query request.

[0044] Search request server 250 converts either a first display type specific search request

or a second display type specific search request into a cache query request based at least in part on a

configured cache granularity. In various embodiments, a "cache granularity" comprises a

maximum quantity of search results that can be retrieved for each cache query request by a cache

server with this particular cache granularity configuration. In some embodiments, a cache

granularity is configured to be used with a particular cache server (e.g., cache server 230). In some

embodiments, a cache granularity is configured to be used with multiple cache servers. In some

embodiments, the cache granularity can be configured by a computer program or by a system



administrator. A cache query request generated based on a first display type specific search request

or a second display type specific search request includes the same query keywords as the first

display type specific search request or the second display type specific search request. In various

embodiments, the starting position parameter of a cache query request is determined based at least

in part on the configured cache granularity and the starting position parameter of the first display

type specific search request or the second display type specific search request. In various

embodiments, the quantity of requested search results parameter of a cache query request is

determined based at least in part on the cache granularity.

[0045] In one example of determining the starting position parameter and the quantity of

requested search results parameter for a cache query request from the corresponding parameters of

a first or second display type specific search request, the quantity of requested search results in the

cache query request is determined based on the quantity specified by the cache granularity. The

starting position parameter in the cache query request is determined according to the quantity

specified by the cache granularity and the starting position parameter in the first/second display

type specific search request. Specifically, the starting position parameter in the cache query request

can be set to be a value that is 1) a multiple of the quantity specified by the cache granularity, 2)

less than or equal to the starting position parameter of the first/second display type specific search

request, and 3) when added together with the quantity specified by the cache granularity, the sum is

greater than or equal to the starting position of the first/second display type specific search request.

For example, the starting position parameter can be adjusted to equal to the product of a positive

integer (0, 1, 2, 3, and so forth) and the quantity specified by the cache granularity.

[0046] If search results corresponding to the cache query request are present in cache server

230, the search results corresponding to the cache query request are acquired from cache server 230

by search request server 250. Then, the search results corresponding to those requested by the first

or second display type specific search request on which the cache query request was based are

extracted from these search results and sent back to whichever one of web server 210 or mobile

Internet server 220 that had sent the respective first or second display type specific search request.

The recipient of whichever web server 10 or mobile Internet server 220 sends the search results

back to first display type device 202 or second display type device 204, respectively.

[0047] If search results corresponding to the cache query request are not present in the

cache server 230, then search request server 250 requests that search engine 240 conduct a search

based on the cache query request in order to obtain the corresponding search results. Then the

search results that correspond to the first or second display type specific search request on which



the cache query request was based are extracted rom the obtained search results and sent back to

whichever one of web server 210 or mobile Internet server 220 that had sent the respective first or

second display type specific search request. The recipient of whichever web server 210 or mobile

Internet server 220 sends the search results back to first display type device 202 or second display

type device 204, respectively. Search request server 250 also stores the corresponding search

results obtained for the cache query request to cache server 230 for use by subsequent cache query

requests. As such, all cache query requests associated with search results stored in cache server

230 include the same quantity of requested search results parameter (because they are all set to the

quantity specified by the cache granularity), regardless whether the cache query request was

generated from a first display type specific search request generated by web server 210 based on a

user query from first display type device 202 or generated from a second display type specific

search request generated by mobile Internet server 220 based on a user query from second display

type device 204.

[0048] As described herein by converting different display type specific search requests

into cache query requests, which are used to store search results at and retrieve search results from

a cache, it is possible to increase the cache hit rate, reduce the number of search engine visits,

shorten search processing time, and enhance overall user experience. Increasing the cache hit rate

will improve search processing times because returning search results associated with a cache hit is

generally more efficient than returning search results associated with a cache miss (e.g., which

includes requesting a search engine to perform a search).

[0049] The system architecture of the website service system described in FIG. 2 is merely

an example. The present application is not limited to this. The functionalities of the website

service system as described in FIG. 2 may be realized in any form in any appropriate server system.

For example, although the example of FIG. 2 describes a search request server, the functionalities

of the search request server may be integrated into another module of the website service system,

such as a web server, a mobile Internet server, a search engine server, and a cache server, for

example. For example, the web server and/or mobile Internet server could be configured to convert

first or second display type specific search requests into cache query requests and complete

exchanges with the cache server and search engine server in order to implement the cache queries

and search result extractions that are described herein. In another example, the search engine server

could be configured to convert first or second display type specific search requests into cache query

requests and complete exchanges with the cache server in order to implement cache queries and

search result extractions. In yet another example, the cache server could be configured to convert



search requests into cache query requests and complete cache queries and exchanges with the

search engine in order to extract search results. In addition, the website service system could be

configured to include, in addition to the mobile Internet server for the cascade display type and a

web server for the page-by-page display type, other servers of configured to use with any other

display type. In addition, although the cache server in the architecture presented above functions as

a separate component of the website service system, the cache server can also be integrated with the

web server, the mobile Internet server, and/or the search engine server, for example.

[0050] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram showing an embodiment of a process for generating cache

query requests. In some embodiments, process 300 is implemented at system 200 of FIG. 2.

Specifically, in some embodiments, process 300 is implemented at website service system 208 of

system 200 of FIG. 2 .

[0051] At 302, a user query is received from a device. For example, a user may access a

website using a device and submit one or more query keywords via a search input window. The

user query may be generated from a web browser application executing at a non-mobile device

such as a laptop or desktop computer. The user query may be generated from a mobile application

executing at a mobile device such as a smart phone or a tablet device. For example, the application

executing at the device from which the user query was sent may be configured to use the page-by-

page display type, the cascade display type, or any other appropriate display type.

[0052] The user query includes the query keywords submitted by the user and, in some

embodiments, also the identifier of the search results display type used by the device on which it

was generated and/or the browser application executed on the device on which the user query was

generated. For example, in response to a search query submitted by a user via a web browser

application executing at a non-mobile device that uses the page-by-page display type, the query can

be generated to include an identifier associated with page-by-page display. Also, for example, in

response to a search query submitted by a user via a mobile application executing at a mobile

device that uses the cascade display type, the query can be generated to include an identifier

associated with cascade display. In some embodiments, the website service system detects the

display type identifier associated with the user query based at least in part on querying for the type

(e.g., mobile or non-mobile) of browser application executing at the device that generated the user

query.

[0053] At 304, a display type specific search request is generated based at least in part on

the user query. A different search request is generated based on the display type associated with



the user query. For example, a search request associated with a page-by-page specific format is

generated based on a user query associated with the page-by-page display type identifier and a

search request associated with a cascade specific format is generated based on a user query

associated with the cascade display type identifier.

[0054] A display type specific search request may include at least a query keyword

parameter, a starting position for requested search results parameter, and a quantity of requested

search results parameter. In various embodiments, a starting "position" parameter refers to a

position of the first search result that is to be returned within a sequence (e.g., of ordered rows in a

database table or of ranking of search results). Because user actions subsequent to displaying an

initial set of search results in response to a user query can cause more search results to be obtained

for the same user query, multiple display type specific search results can therefore be generated for

the same user query. For example, in a page-by-page display of results, after the first page of

search results is obtained and displayed for the user at the requesting device, the user may select to

view the next page of search results and so another page-by-page specific search request is to be

generated to retrieve the additional search results for the same user query. Similarly, for example,

in a cascade display of results, after the initial loading of search results is obtained and displayed

for the user at the requesting device, the user may scroll further down the search results page to

view the next loading of search results and so another cascade specific search request is to be

generated to retrieve the additional search results for the same user query.

[0055] The values of the parameters of the display type specific search request is described

in more detail below:

[0056] In various embodiments, the value of the query keyword parameter of the display

type specific search request is set to be the query keywords of the user query.

[0057] In various embodiments, the value of the quantity of requested search results

parameter is set to a value associated with the display type identifier associated with the user query

and/or any user actions with respect to the search results pages. For example, the maximum

number of search results that each page is able to display is ten in the page-by-page display type.

Therefore, a page-by-page specific search request would include a quantity of requested search

results parameter that is set to ten, regardless of which (e.g., first, second, third, etc.) page of search

results is being acquired. For example, the maximum number of search results that can be loaded

for an initial loading of search results at a search results page in the cascade display is five and the

maximum number of search results that can be loaded at the search results page for each loading of



search results subsequent to the first loading is three. Therefore, a cascade specific search request

would include a quantity of requested search results parameter that is set to five for the initial

loading of search results for the user query and would include a quantity of requested search results

parameter that is set to three for each subsequent loading of search results for the same user query.

[0058] For example, the user query keywords included in a user query are "apple iphone4."

If the user query is associated with the identifier associated with the page-by-page display type, the

maximum number of search results that each page is able to display is ten. Thus, the page-by-page

specific search request that is generated can be recorded as: "q=apple iphone4&s=0&n=10," where

q is the user query keywords, s is the starting position of the search results that are requested to be

returned, and n is the quantity of search results that is requested to be returned. If the user query is

associated with the identifier associated with the cascade display type, the maximum number of

search results that can be loaded for an initial loading of search results at a search results page is

five (and the maximum number of search results that can be loaded for each loading of search

results subsequent to the first loading at the search results page is three). Thus, the cascade specific

search request corresponding to the first loading of search results can be recorded as "q=apple

iphone4&s=0&n=5," where q is the user query keywords, s is the starting position of the search

results that are requested to be returned, and n is the quantity of search results that is requested to

be returned. As shown in this case, search requests generated based on user queries associated with

different display types may include different values for the same parameters.

[0059] In various embodiments, the value of the starting position for requested search

results parameter is set to "0" or whichever value is the default starting position value of search

results in a first display type specific search request generated for a user query. Then, for each

subsequent display type specific search request that is generated for the same user query in

response to a user action associated with the displayed search results page (e.g., a user selection to

view the next page of search results or the user scrolling down the search results page to receive an

additional loading of search results), the value of the starting position for requested search results

parameter is set to the sum of the value of the starting position for requested search results

parameter from the immediately previous display type specific search request and the value of the

quantity of requested search results parameter from the immediately previous display type specific

search request. For example, for a first page-by-page specific search request generated for a user

query, the value of the starting position for requested search results parameter is set to "0" and for a

second page-by-page specific search request generated for the same user query, the value of the

starting position for requested search results parameter is set to "10." Similarly, for example, for a



first cascade specific search request generated for a user query, the value of the starting position for

requested search results parameter is set to "0" and for a second cascade specific search request

generated for the same user query, the value of the starting position for requested search results

parameter is set to "5."

[0060] At 306, a cache query request is generated based at least in part on the display type

specific search request and a cache granularity. In various embodiments, different display specific

search requests are standardized by being converted into cache query requests based on a

configured cache granularity. As a result, search requests with different formats are converted into

a uniform format and may therefore share the search results stored in the cache and increase the

cache hit rate.

[0061] As described with 304, above, multiple display type specific search requests may be

generated for the same user query and a corresponding cache query request as described with 306

can be generated for each of such display type specific search requests.

[0062] In various embodiments, a cache granularity specifies a maximum quantity of search

results that can be retrieved for each cache query request. In some embodiments, a cache

granularity is configured to be used with a particular cache server or multiple cache servers.

Different display type specific search requests may be converted into cache query requests

according to a uniform cache granularity.

[0063] A cache query request includes at least a query keywords parameter, a starting

position of the requested search results parameter, and a quantity of requested search results

parameter. The values of the parameters of the cache query request is described in more detail

below:

[0064] The value of the query keywords parameter of the cache query request comprises the

query keywords of the display type specific search request.

[0065] The value of the quantity of requested search results parameter in the cache query

request is determined based on the quantity specified by the cache granularity. Specifically, for

example, the value of the quantity of requested search results parameter in the cache query request

can be set to the quantity specified by the cache granularity.

[0066] The value of the starting position parameter in the cache query request is determined

based on the quantity specified by the cache granularity and the starting position parameter in the



display type specific search request. Specifically, for example, the value of the starting position

parameter in the cache query request can be 1) a multiple of the cache granularity, 2) less than or

equal to the starting position parameter in the display type specific search request, and 3) when

added to the quantity specified by the cache granularity, the sum is greater than or equal to the

value of the starting position parameter in the display type specific search request. For example,

assume that the quantity specified by the cache granularity is 20. In this example, the starting

position parameter in the cache query request could be 0, 20, 40, or 60. Furthermore, assume that

the query keywords in the display type specific search request are "apple iphone4," the initial

starting position parameter for the requested search results is 50, and the quantity of requested

search results is 5 . The display type specific search request can be recorded as "q=apple

iphone4&s=50&n=5." According to the display type specific search request, search results at

positions 5 1 through 55 are requested to be returned to the user. In this example, the cache query

request generated based on the display type specific search request can be expressed as "q=apple

iphone4&s=40&n=20." That is, the cache query request queries whether the cache has the relevant

search results at positions 4 1 through 60. As can be shown by the cache query request of this

example, the quantity of search results to be requested, n, can be set to equal the quantity, 20,

specified by the cache granularity.

[0067] In some embodiments, the cache granularity can be configured by a computer

program or by a system administrator. In some embodiments, the cache granularity can be

configured based on historical user behavior information. Historical user behavior information can

include statistical information on user access actions such as user search actions, view next page

user selection actions, and scroll-down loading user actions at the website, for example. In some

embodiments, the historical user behavior information used to configure the cache granularity is

specific to the user associated with submitting the current user query and therefore includes

historical user behavior information tracked for that user. In some embodiments, the historical user

behavior information used to configure the cache granularity is not specific to the user associated

with submitting the current user query and therefore includes historical user behavior information

tracked for various users. For example, with regard to a type of query keyword, a user (or users,

depending on whether the historical user behavior information used is user specific or general to

various users) might favor selecting to view multiple pages of search results. Thus, a quantity of

search results that can be displayed across multiple pages may be directly requested during the first

page search request so that subsequent page search requests can be conveniently satisfied with the

search results already stored in the cache. Therefore, such statistical information can be used as a

basis for configuring the cache granularity. For example, the cache granularity can be set as a



multiple of the quantity of search results that can be displayed at one search results page to raise

cache hit rates. Setting the cache granularity as a multiple of the quantity of search results that can

be displayed at one search results page is particularly suited to optimizing the processing of search

requests in a single display technique.

[0068] In another specific embodiment, the cache granularity can be set on the basis of the

number of requested search results in different search requests relating to different display

techniques. To enable different display type specific search requests to be able to efficiently share

the contents stored at the cache, in various embodiments, the cache granularity is configured to be a

quantity that is greater than or equal to the largest quantity of requested search results parameters

among the different display type specific search requests. For example, the cache granularity can

be set to be a multiple of the largest of the quantity of requested search results parameters among

the different display type specific search requests. For example, assume that the display quantity

per page under the page-by-page technique is ten and a display quantity per loading under the

cascade technique is three. Then the quantity of the cache granularity can be configured to a

multiple of the 10, i.e., 10, 20, 30, and so forth.

[0069] For example, the page-by-page display type was used to display search results

retrieved for a user that submitted a user query that included the query keywords of "apple

iphone4" in a first period of time, and the cascade display type was used to display search results

retrieved for the same user or a different user that submitted a user query that included the same

query terms of "apple iphone4" in a later period of time. The device that used the page-by-page

display type performs the operation of first displaying the first page search results and then

receiving a user selection to view the second page search results. The device that used the cascade

display type loads successive sets of search results in response to a user's actions of scrolling

further down the page of search results. As a result of the user interactions with the displayed

search results as described above during the page-by-page and cascade displays of search results,

the cache server as described herein can save content as shown in Table 2, below. In this example,

the cache granularity is set to 20 and each search result comprises a product.

Table 2



1 Page-by- q=apple q=apple No cache hits; the search

page: first iphone4&s=0 iphone4&s=0&n=20 engine is caused to obtain 18

page of &n=10 products; the first ten of the

search 18 products are sent back to

results the device. The cache query

request and the

corresponding 18 products

are stored as a key-value pair

in the cache.

2 Page-by- q=apple q=apple Cache hit; products 11-18 are

page: iphone4&s=l iphone4&s=0&n=20 extracted from the 18 cached

second page 0&n=10 products and sent back to the

of search device.

results

3 Cascade: q=apple q=apple Cache hit; products 1-5 are

first loading iphone4&s=0 iphone4&s=0&n=20 extracted from the 18 cached

&n=5 products and sent back to the

device.

4 Cascade: q=apple q=apple Cache hit; products 6-8 are

second iphone4&s=5 iphone4&s=0&n=20 extracted from the 18 cached

loading &n=3 products and sent back to the

device.

5 Cascade: q=apple q=apple Cache hit; products 9-11 are

third iphone4&s=8 iphone4&s=0&n=20 extracted from the 18 cached

loading &n=3 products and sent back to the

device.

[0070] It is clear from the example in Table 2, above, that the five accesses associated with

different display types and also different search requests required only one search engine request

and one cached key-value (the key comprising the cache query request "q=apple

iphone4&s=0&n=20" and the value comprising the corresponding products 1 through 18) pair.



After the first access (the page-by-page user action to view the first page of search results) of this

example, the cache server saves the key-value pair as shown in Table 3, below:

Table 3

[0071] Therefore, setting the quantity of the cache granularity to a multiple of the largest

quantity of requested search results across different display type specific search requests enables

the cache hit rate to improve and the number of search engine searches to decrease.

[0072] As shown in the examples associated with Tables 2 and 3, there may be fewer

available search results that can be acquired than the specified quantity of requested search results

in the cache query request. For example, fewer than the quantity specified by the quantity of

requested search results in the cache query request may be actually acquired by a search engine in

the event that there are a fewer number of available matching search results than the specified

quantity of requested search results in the cache query request. For example, in the examples given

in Tables 2 and 3, the quantity of search results that could actually be acquired is 18, which is less

than the quantity of requested search results parameter (n = 20) in the cache query request.

Therefore, in these examples, the cache granularity is used to limit the permitted cache storage

quantity of search results corresponding to each cache query request, but it is not necessarily equal

to the quantity of search results that is actually stored in the cache corresponding to each cache

query request. As such, in various embodiments, the quantity of search results corresponding to

each cache query request that is actually stored in the cache is less than or equal to the cache

granularity.

[0073] A larger cache granularity may not always be desired. The following is a

description of an experimental analysis that tests the effects of using a larger cache granularity. It

is assumed that the search engine processing time is generally greater than the cache processing



time. The search engine processing time is related to "s+n" while the cache processing time is

generally constant. Using the example as described above with Table 3, the search engine

processing time and the cache server processing time corresponding to each search request are as

shown in Table 4, below.

Table 4

[0074] Assume that user access search pattern 1 is: 100 instances of page-by-page user

actions to view the first page, 50 instances of page-by-page user actions to view the second page,

80 instances of cascade first loading, 60 instances of second loading, and 20 instances of third

loading. The total processing times when cache granularity is 10 or 20 are as shown in Table 5,

below:

Table 5



second page: 1+15+1

Cascade first loading: 1

Cascade second loading: 1

Cascade third loading: 1+1

20 (100*17)+(50*1)+ Page-by-page user action to view the

(80*1)+(60*1)+(20*1) = 1910 first page: 1+15+1

Page-by-page user action to view the

second page: 1

Cascade first loading: 1

Cascade second loading: 1

Cascade third loading: 1

[0075] For user access search pattern 1, the preferred granularity is 20 because it results in a

lower processing time.

[0076] Assume that user access search pattern 2 is: 100 instances of page-by-page user

actions to view the first page, 20 of page-by-page user actions to view the second page, 80

instances of cascade first loading, 60 instances of second loading, and 20 instances of third loading.

The total processing times when cache granularity is 10 or 20 are as shown in Table 6, below:

Table 6



the second page: 1+15+1

Cascade first loading: 1

Cascade second loading: 1

Cascade third loading: 1+1

20 (100*17)+(20*1)+ Page-by-page user action to view

(80*1)+(60*1)+(20*1)=1880 the first page: 1+15+1

Page-by-page user action to view

the second page: 1

Cascade first loading: 1

Cascade second loading: 1

Cascade third loading: 1

[0077] For user access search pattern 2, the preferred granularity is 10 because it leads to a

lower processing time.

[0078] Therefore, to optimize system performance, factors that may be considered in

configuring the cache granularity settings include one or more of: the search engine processing

time, the cache server processing time, and historical user search access patterns.

[0079] The quantity of requested search results in display type specific search requests

(prior to being converted into cache query requests) can also be configured based on various factors

e.g., the search engine processing time, the cache server processing time, and historical user search

access patterns. In some embodiments, the parameters of quantities of requested search results in

different display type specific search requests are configured such that the largest such parameter

among them is a multiple of each of the other parameters. Specifically, by reasonably selecting the

quantity of requested search results to be displayed at a page of search results in the page-by-page

display type or the quantity of requested search results to be displayed for a first loading in the

cascade display type, the largest quantity among them can always be a multiple of each of the other

quantities. In this way, the access frequency to the cache can be reduced. As in the example above,



ten products are displayed per page with the page-by-page display type and three products per

loading with the cascade display type. Therefore, in the cascade display type, products 10-12 can

be acquired for the fourth loading. As such, the cache needs to be accessed twice. But if ten

products are displayed per page with the page-by-page display type and five products are loaded

each time with the cascade display type, then the cache will need to be accessed only once.

Therefore, the cache access frequency can be further reduced by configuring the quantities of

requested search results for various different display type specific search requests as described

above.

[0080] At 308, search results corresponding to the cache query request stored in a cache are

identified. In various embodiments, the cache indexes stored content using the key-value pair

technique, in which each key comprises a cache query request and the corresponding value

comprises the search results previously acquired by a search engine using that cache query request.

Therefore, the cache may be queried by comparing the current cache query request to the stored

keys associated with the cache. In the event there is a matching key and there is therefore a cache

hit, the search results corresponding to the matching cache query request are identified in the cache.

Returning to the example associated with Table 2, above, the page-by-page user action to view the

second page of search results is associated with the cache query request of "q=apple

iphone4&s=0&n=20." At this point, as can be seen in Table 3, above, the search results

corresponding to this cache query request were already stored in the cache during the first access

(the page-by-page user action to view the first page of search results). Therefore, the search results

corresponding to the cache query request of "q=apple iphone4&s=0&n=20" can be looked up in the

cache for the second user action.

[0081] At 310, at least a portion of the search results corresponding to the cache query

request is extracted based at least in part on a starting position parameter associated with the

display type specific search request and a quantity of requested search results parameter associated

with the display type specific search request. After the search results corresponding to the cache

query request are obtained from the cache, the appropriate search results relevant to the display

type specific search request on which the cache query request is based are extracted based at least

in part on the starting position parameter and the quantity of requested search results parameter of

the display type specific search request. The extracted search results are sent back to the (e.g.,

mobile or non-mobile) device from which the user query was received.

[0082] Returning to the example associated with Table 2, above, the page-by-page user

action to view the second page of search results is associated with the cache query request of



"q=apple iphone4&s=0&n=20." The search results corresponding to the cache query request

"q=apple iphone4&s=0&n=20" in the cache (as shown in Table 3, above) are "Product 1, Product

2, Product 3, Product 4, Product 5, Product 6, Product 7, Product 8, Product 9, Product 10, Product

11, Product 12, Product 13, Product 14, Product 15, Product 16, Product 17, Product 18." Based at

least in part on the starting position parameter (s = 10) for the requested search results and the

quantity (n = 10) of requested search results in the display type specific search request, "q=apple

iphone4&s=10&n=10," it is possible to extract the subset of the search results ("Product 11,

Product 12, Product 13, Product 14, Product 15, Product 16, Product 17, Product 18")

corresponding to the display type specific search request from the identified cached search results

and send them back to the device from which the user query was sent.

[0083] FIG. 4 is a diagram showing an example of a process of generating cache query

requests. In some embodiments, process 400 is implemented at system 200 of FIG. 2 . Specifically,

in some embodiments, process 400 is implemented at website service system 208. In some

embodiments, process 300 of FIG. 3 is implemented at least in part using process 400.

[0084] At 402, a user query is received. Step 402 can be implemented in a similar manner

to 302 of process 300 of FIG. 3.

[0085] At 404, a display type specific search request is generated based at least in part on

the user query. Step 404 can be implemented in a similar manner to 304 of process 300 of FIG. 3 .

As described above with 304 of process 300 of FIG. 3, one or more display type specific search

requests may be generated corresponding to the same user query and the starting position parameter

and/or the quantity of requested search results parameter may be updated for each subsequent

display type specific search request generated based on the same user query.

[0086] At 406, a cache query request is generated based at least in part on the display type

specific search request and a cache granularity. Step 406 can be implemented in a similar manner

to 306 of process 300 of FIG. 3.

[0087] At 408, it is determined whether search results corresponding to the cache query

request are stored in a cache. In the event that the search results corresponding to the cache query

request are found stored in the cache (i.e., in the event of a cache hit), control is transferred to 410.

Otherwise, in the event that the search results corresponding to the cache query request are not

found stored in the cache (i.e., in the event of a cache miss), control is transferred to 412. The

cache is configured to index stored content using the key-value pair technique. As such, the cache



may be queried by comparing the current cache query request to the stored keys associated with the

cache. In the event there is a matching key and there is therefore a cache hit, the search results

corresponding to the matching cache query request are identified in the cache. Otherwise, in the

event there is no matching key and there is therefore a cache miss, the search results corresponding

to the current cache query request are not present in the cache.

[0088] At 410, search results corresponding to the cache query request stored in the cache

are identified. The search results corresponding to the current query request that are stored in the

cache are identified. Step 410 can be implemented in a similar manner to 308 of process 300 of

FIG. 3 .

[0089] At 412, search results corresponding to the cache query request are obtained using a

search engine. A search engine can be requested to conduct a search to find search results that

match the query keywords included in the cache query request and to return a number of search

results up to the quantity of requested search results included in the cache query request. As

described above, the quantity of requested search results included in the cache query request can be

equal to the quantity specified by the configured cache granularity. However, the quantity of

search results matching the query keywords included in the cache query request may be less than or

equal to the quantity specified by the cache granularity depending on the availability of matching

results that can be obtained by the search engine.

[0090] At 414, the obtained search results corresponding to the cache query request are

stored in the cache. The cache query request and the search results corresponding to the cache

query request obtained using the search engine are stored at the cache as a key-value pair in the

index.

[0091] At 416, at least a portion of the search results corresponding to the cache query

request is extracted. At least a subset of the search results corresponding to the cache query request

that are relevant to the display type specific search request is extracted based at least in part on a

starting position parameter associated with the display type specific search request and a quantity of

requested search results associated with the display type specific search request. Step 416 can be

implemented in a similar manner to 310 of process 300 of FIG. 3. In some other embodiments, in

the event that there is a cache miss and the search results corresponding to the cache query request

are obtained using the search engine, the extraction of step 416 may be performed before or at least

partially concurrently to storing the search results in the cache of step 414.



[0092] At 4 18, the at least extracted portion of the search results corresponding to the cache

query request is sent to a device associated with user query.

[0093] At 420, it is determined whether a user action configured to cause another display

type specific search request corresponding to the user query to be generated has been performed.

Because user actions subsequent to displaying an initial set of search results in response to a user

query can cause more search results to be obtained for the same user query, multiple display type

specific search results can therefore be generated for the same user query. For example, in a page-

by-page display of results, after the first page of search results is obtained and displayed for the

user at the requesting device, the user may select to view the next page of search results and so

another page-by-page specific search request is to be generated to retrieve the additional search

results. Similarly, for example, in a cascade display of results, after the initial loading of search

results is obtained and displayed for the user at the requesting device, the user may scroll further

down the search results page to view the next loading of search results and so another cascade

specific search request is to be generated to retrieve the additional search results. In the event that

such a user action has been performed, control is returned to 404. Otherwise, in the event that no

such user action has been performed, process 400 ends.

[0094] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an embodiment of a system for generating cache query

requests. In the example, system 500 includes receiving module 510, converting module 520,

querying module 530, and extracting and returning module 540.

[0095] The modules can be implemented as software components executing on one or more

processors, as hardware such as programmable logic devices, and/or Application Specific

Integrated Circuits designed to elements can be embodied by a form of software products which

can be stored in a nonvolatile storage medium (such as optical disk, flash storage device, mobile

hard disk, etc.), including a number of instructions for making a computer device (such as personal

computers, servers, network equipment, etc.) implement the methods described in the embodiments

of the present invention. The modules may be implemented on a single device or distributed across

multiple devices.

[0096] Receiving module 510 is configured to receive user queries from devices. In various

embodiments, receiving module 510 is configured to generate a display type specific search request

based on each received user query. Converting module 520 is configured to convert display type

specific search requests into cache query requests according to a configured cache granularity.

Querying module 530 is configured to look up search results corresponding to cache query requests



in the cache by comparing the cache query requests to keys stored for the cache. Extracting and

returning module 540 is configured to extract search results relevant to the display type specific

search request from the search results corresponding to the cache query request.

[0097] In the event that there is no key stored for the cache that matches the cache query

request, querying module 530 is further configured to obtain search results corresponding to the

cache query request from a search engine and store the search results corresponding to the cache

query request in the cache.

[0098] In various embodiments, a display type specific search request includes at least a

query keyword parameter, a starting position of the requested search results parameter, and a

quantity of requested search results parameter. In various embodiments, a cache query request

includes at least a query keyword parameter set to the query keywords of the user query, a starting

position of the requested search results parameter set based on the starting position included in the

display type specific search request and the cache granularity, and a quantity of requested search

results parameter determined based on the cache granularity. In some embodiments, the starting

position parameter in the cache query request is set to a multiple of the cache granularity, is less

than or equal to the starting position parameter in the display type specific search request, and when

added to the starting position included in the display type specific search request, the sum is greater

than or equal to the starting position parameter in the display type specific search request. In some

embodiments, the quantity of requested search results in the cache query request is set to the

quantity specified by the cache granularity.

[0099] In some embodiments, the cache granularity can be configured based on the number

of requested search results in different display type specific search requests. In some embodiments,

the cache granularity can be set based on a multiple of the largest of the quantities of requested

search results across different display type specific search requests. In some embodiments, the

quantities of requested search results in different display type specific search requests are set such

that the largest one among them is always a multiple of each of the other quantities.

[0100] FIG. 6 is a functional diagram illustrating an embodiment of a programmed

computer system for implementing the generation of cache query requests. As will be apparent,

other computer system architectures and configurations can be used to determine message data to

present based on a message. Computer system 600, which includes various subsystems as

described below, includes at least one microprocessor subsystem (also referred to as a processor or

a central processing unit (CPU)) 602. For example, processor 602 can be implemented by a single-



chip processor or by multiple processors. In some embodiments, processor 602 is a general

purpose digital processor that controls the operation of the computer system 600. Using

instructions retrieved from memory 610, the processor 602 controls the reception and manipulation

of input data, and the output and display of data on output devices (e.g., display 618). In some

embodiments, processor 602 includes and/or is used to provide the generation of cache query

requests.

[0101] Processor 602 is coupled bi-directionally with memory 610, which can include a

first primary storage area, typically a random access memory (RAM), and a second primary storage

area, typically a read-only memory (ROM). As is well known in the art, primary storage can be

used as a general storage area and as scratch-pad memory, and can also be used to store input data

and processed data. Primary storage can also store programming instructions and data, in the form

of data objects and text objects, in addition to other data and instructions for processes operating on

processor 602. Also as is well known in the art, primary storage typically includes basic operating

instructions, program code, data, and objects used by the processor 602 to perform its functions

(e.g., programmed instructions). For example, memory 610 can include any suitable computer

readable storage media, described below, depending on whether, for example, data access needs to

be bi-directional or uni-directional. For example, processor 602 can also directly and very rapidly

retrieve and store frequently needed data in a cache memory (not shown).

[0102] A removable mass storage device 612 provides additional data storage capacity for

the computer system 600 and is coupled either bi-directionally (read/write) or uni-directionally

(read only) to processor 602. For example, storage 612 can also include computer readable media

such as magnetic tape, flash memory, PC-CARDS, portable mass storage devices, holographic

storage devices, and other storage devices. A fixed mass storage 620 can also, for example,

provide additional data storage capacity. The most common example of fixed mass storage 620 is a

hard disk drive. Mass storage 612, 620 generally store additional programming instructions, data,

and the like that typically are not in active use by the processor 602. It will be appreciated that the

information retained within mass storage 612 and 620 can be incorporated, if needed, in standard

fashion as part of memory 610 (e.g., RAM) as virtual memory.

[0103] In addition to providing processor 602 access to storage subsystems, bus 614 can

also be used to provide access to other subsystems and devices. As shown, these can include a

display 618, a network interface 616, a keyboard 604, and a pointing device 608, as well as an

auxiliary input/output device interface, a sound card, speakers, and other subsystems as needed.



For example, the pointing device 608 can be a mouse, stylus, track ball, or tablet, and is useful for

interacting with a graphical user interface.

[0104] The network interface 616 allows processor 602 to be coupled to another computer,

computer network, or telecommunications network using a network connection as shown. For

example, through the network interface 616, the processor 602 can receive information (e.g., data

objects or program instructions) from another network or output information to another network in

the course of performing method/process steps. Information, often represented as a sequence of

instructions to be executed on a processor, can be received from and outputted to another network.

An interface card or similar device and appropriate software implemented by (e.g.,

executed/performed on) processor 602 can be used to connect the computer system 600 to an

external network and transfer data according to standard protocols. For example, various process

embodiments disclosed herein can be executed on processor 602, or can be performed across a

network such as the Internet, intranet networks, or local area networks, in conjunction with a

remote processor that shares a portion of the processing. Additional mass storage devices (not

shown) can also be connected to processor 602 through network interface 616.

[0105] An auxiliary I/O device interface (not shown) can be used in conjunction with

computer system 600. The auxiliary I/O device interface can include general and customized

interfaces that allow the processor 602 to send and, more typically, receive data from other devices

such as microphones, touch-sensitive displays, transducer card readers, tape readers, voice or

handwriting recognizers, biometrics readers, cameras, portable mass storage devices, and other

computers.

[0106] In some embodiments, computing equipment comprises one or more processors

(CPUs), input/output interfaces, network interfaces, and memory. Memory may include such forms

as volatile storage devices in computer-readable media, random access memory (RAM) and/or non

volatile memory, such as read-only memory (ROM) or flash memory (flash RAM). Memory is an

example of a computer-readable medium.

[0107] Computer-readable media, including permanent and non-permanent media and

removable and non-removable media, may achieve information storage by any technique or

technology. Information can be computer-readable commands, data structures, program modules,

or other data. Examples of computer storage media include but are not limited to phase-change

memory (PRAM), static random access memory (SRAM), dynamic random access memory

(DRAM), other types of random access memory, read-only memory (ROM), electrically erasable



programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), flash memory, or other memory technology, CD-

ROM, digital multifunction disc (DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape

or magnetic disc memory, or other magnetic storage equipment or any other non-transmission

media that can be used to store information that is accessible to computers. As defined in this

document, computer-readable media does not include transitory computer-readable media, such as

modulated data signals and carrier waves.

[0108] A person skilled in the art should understand that the embodiment of the present

application can be provided as techniques, systems or computer software products. Therefore, the

present application may take the form of complete hardware embodiments, complete software

embodiments, or embodiments that combine software and hardware. In addition, the present

application can take the form of computer program products implemented on one or more

computer-operable storage media (including but not limited to magnetic disk storage devices, CD-

ROMs, and optical storage devices) containing computer operable program codes.

[0109] The above-described are merely embodiments of the present application and do not

serve to limit the present application. For persons skilled in the art, the present application may

have various alterations and variations. Any modification, equivalent substitution, or improvement

made in keeping with the spirit and principles of the present application shall be included within the

scope of the claims of the present application.

[0110] Although the foregoing embodiments have been described in some detail for

purposes of clarity of understanding, the invention is not limited to the details provided. There are

many alternative ways of implementing the invention. The disclosed embodiments are illustrative

and not restrictive.



CLAIMS

1. A system, comprising:

a receiving module configured to:

receive a user query from a device; and

generate a display type specific search request based at least in part on the user

query;

a converting module configured to generate a cache query request based at least in part on

the display type specific search request and a cache granularity;

a querying module configured to identify search results corresponding to the cache query

request stored in a cache; and

an extracting and returning module configured to extract at least a portion of the search

results corresponding to the cache query request based at least in part on a starting position

parameter associated with the display type specific search request and a quantity of requested

search results parameter associated with the display type specific search request.

2 . The system of claim 1, wherein the user query includes one or more query keywords and a

display type identifier associated with the device, the display type identifier comprising a page-by-

page display type identifier.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the user query includes one or more query keywords and a

display type identifier associated with the device, the display type identifier comprising a cascade

display type identifier.

4 . The system of claim 1, wherein generating the display type specific search request based at

least in part on the user query includes:

determining a query keyword parameter associated with the display type specific search

request based on one or more query keywords associated with the user query;

determining the starting position parameter associated with the display type specific search

request based at least in part on a default starting position value; and

determining the quantity of requested search results parameter associated with the display

type specific search request based at least in part on a configured quantity of requested search

results associated with the display type identifier.

. The system of claim 1, wherein generating the cache query request based at least in part on

the display type specific search request and the cache granularity includes:



determining a query keyword parameter associated with the cache query request based on

one or more query keywords associated with the display type specific search request;

determining the starting position parameter associated with the cache query request based at

least in part on the starting position parameter associated with the display type specific search

request and the cache granularity; and

determining the quantity of requested search results parameter associated with the cache

query request based at least in part on the cache granularity.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the starting position parameter associated with the cache

query request comprises 1) a multiple of the cache granularity 2) less than or equal to the starting

position parameter associated with the display type specific search request, and 3) when added to

the cache granularity, the sum is greater than or equal to the starting position parameter associated

with the display type specific search request.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein identifying the search results corresponding to the cache

query request stored in the cache comprises comparing the cache query request to stored keys

associated with the cache.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the extracting and returning module is further configured to

send the extracted at a least portion of the search results corresponding to the cache query request

to the device.

9. The system of claim 1, wherein the querying module is further configured to:

determine that the search results corresponding to the cache query request are not stored in

the cache;

in response to the determination, use a search engine to obtain the search results

corresponding to the cache query request;

store the cache query request as a key associated with the cache; and

store the search results corresponding to the cache query request as a value corresponding to

the key associated with the cache.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the cache granularity is configured based at least in part on

historical user behavior information.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the cache granularity is configured based at least in part on

a plurality of quantities of requested search results parameters associated with respective ones of a

plurality of display type specific search requests.

12. A method, comprising:



receiving a user query from a device;

generating a display type specific search request based at least in part on the user query;

generating a cache query request based at least in part on the display type specific search

request and a cache granularity;

identifying search results corresponding to the cache query request stored in a cache; and

extracting, using one or more processors, at least a portion of the search results

corresponding to the cache query request based at least in part on a starting position parameter

associated with the display type specific search request and a quantity of requested search results

parameter associated with the display type specific search request.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein generating the display type specific search request based

at least in part on the user query includes:

determining a query keyword parameter associated with the display type specific search

request based on one or more query keywords associated with the user query;

determining the starting position parameter associated with the display type specific search

request based at least in part on a default starting position value; and

determining the quantity of requested search results parameter associated with the display

type specific search request based at least in part on a configured quantity of requested search

results associated with the display type identifier.

14. The method of claim 12, wherein generating the cache query request based at least in part

on the display type specific search request and the cache granularity includes:

determining a query keyword parameter associated with the cache query request based on

one or more query keywords associated with the display type specific search request;

determining the starting position parameter associated with the cache query request based at

least in part on the starting position parameter associated with the display type specific search

request and the cache granularity; and

determining the quantity of requested search results parameter associated with the cache

query request based at least in part on the cache granularity.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the starting position parameter associated with the cache

query request comprises 1) a multiple of the cache granularity 2) less than or equal to the starting

position parameter associated with the display type specific search request, and 3) when added to

the cache granularity, the sum is greater than or equal to the starting position parameter associated

with the display type specific search request.



16. The method of claim 12, wherein identifying the search results corresponding to the cache

query request stored in the cache comprises comparing the cache query request to stored keys

associated with the cache.

17. The method of claim 12, further comprising sending the extracted at least a portion of the

search results corresponding to the cache query request to the device.

18. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

determining that the search results corresponding to the cache query request are not stored

in the cache;

in response to the determination, using a search engine to obtain the search results

corresponding to the cache query request;

storing the cache query request as a key associated with the cache; and

storing the search results corresponding to the cache query request as a value corresponding

to the key associated with the cache.

19. The method of claim 12, wherein the cache granularity is configured based at least in part

on historical user behavior information.

20. The method of claim 12, wherein the cache granularity is configured based at least in part

on a plurality of quantities of requested search results parameters associated with a plurality of

display type specific search requests.

21. A computer program product, the computer program product comprising a non-transitory

computer readable storage medium and comprising instructions for:

receiving a user query from a device;

generating a display type specific search request based at least in part on the user query;

generating a cache query request based at least in part on the display type specific search

request and a cache granularity;

identifying search results corresponding to the cache query request stored in a cache; and

extracting at least a portion of the search results corresponding to the cache query request

based at least in part on a starting position parameter associated with the display type specific

search request and a quantity of requested search results parameter associated with the display type

specific search request.
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